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abosco GmbH is an internationally active software company based near Freiburg, Germany, specializing in the 
development of JIS and Industry 4.0 applications. We offer future-oriented software solutions in the field of high-
performance logistics, especially in the automotive industry. Core competencies are mainly the development of 
JIT/JIS solutions and technically innovative e-business applications with JAVA, XML. 
 
The cornerstone of our success - we are a well-coordinated and agile team. With many years of experience, 
initiative and know-how, we make every project of our customers fly! 
 
In the course of continued growth and for the realization of new projects we are looking for experienced: 
 
 

Software Developer Java/C# (Junior) (m/w/d)* 
 
Your tasks:  

- agile development of standard software with Java or C# in the front-/backend area  
- Design of relational databases (MS-SQL, Oracle)  
- Development of web applications / apps on Windows or Android operating systems  
- Development and adaptation of interfaces in heterogeneous architectures (web services, messaging 

systems)  
- Execution of code reviews and software tests  
- Implementation, and documentation of the created software  

 
Your profile:  

- completed studies (university, FH) in the field of computer science/IT or comparable qualification  
- Knowledge of object-oriented programming languages (preferably Java or C#) 
- Knowledge of relational databases and internet technologies is advantageous  
- Knowledge of agile development methods is advantageous 
- Good communication skills in German and English 

 
Do you have any questions? Would you like to know more? We are looking forward to your inquiry.  
Please send your application with details of your possible starting date and your salary expectations by e-mail to 
personal@abosco.com or visit our homepage www.abosco.com/karriere. 
 
 
*People are what counts, not gender. 
We believe in diversity, reject discrimination and do not think in terms of gender, ethnic origin, religion, disability, 
age or sexual identity 
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